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This section is a guide to the naughtone product range 
piece by piece. Here you will find all product dimensions, 
options and finish choices. Further product information 
including downloadable images and CAD blocks can be 
found on our website www.naughtone.com 

For any other enquiries or details of your local distributor, 
please contact naughtone.

*All dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm 
or nearest 1/2 inch.    
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TRA-800-DIA
Trace circular table 800
metric (mm) 
W800  D800  H350 
imperial (in) 
W31.5  D31.5  H14

*note edge detail 

TRA-CT
Trace coffee table
metric (mm)
W1100  D550  H350 
imperial (in)
W43  D21.5   H14 
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Sold by the likes of MOMA in New York, the trace table 
range is simply a modern classic that speaks for itself. 
Suffice to say, the immaculate hand made steel frame 
and repetition of shapes make trace an exquisitely 
balanced form. Historically seen with a clear glass top, 
trace works equally well with opulent or contrasting 
materials recessed flush into the frame. Use trace in 
the standard sizes in any interior or talk to us about a 
bespoke size to suit your specific requirements.     

Trace is handmade from cold drawn mild steel. The 
selection of steel is ideal for achieving sharp lines and 
a smooth finish. The finished single piece frame has a 
surface finish of hard wearing polyester powder coat, 
while the various table top options have their own unique 
characteristics and can be fully tailored for a client’s 
needs. *All dimensions quoted are rounded to the 
nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Trace table designed by IntheDetail 

sizes

TRA-SQ
Trace square coffee table
metric (mm) 
W850  D850  H250 
imperial (in)
W33.5  D33.5  H10 

TRA-600-DIA
Trace circular table 600
metric (mm) 
W600  D600  H350 
imperial (in) 
W23.5  D23.5  H14

*note edge detail 

TRA-ST
Trace side table
metric (mm) 
W450  D300  H450 
imperial (in)
W17.5   D12  H17.5 

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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Page 46 01. Trace circular table 800 dia. 
02. Trace coffee table. 
03. Trace side table. 
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trace
 table 
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all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

White/black marble. 
*Circular tables square 
polished edge.

Clear toughened glass.
*Circular tables square 
polished edge.

Oak veneer.
*Circular tables matching
veneer ed square edge.

Walnut veneer.
*Circular tables matching
veneer ed square edge.

Reverse painted glass. 
Black or Opti-white. 
*Circular tables square 
polished edge.

White  MFMDF
*Circular tables matching
edge band square edge.

Reverse painted glass. 
RAL colours on request.
*Circular tables square 
polished edge.

Forbo Lino. 
20 colours available.
*Circular tables square 
polished MDF edge.

Polyester powder coat in 
black or white as standard.

Brushed finish stainless 
steel.

Polyester powder coat in 
any RAL colour.

top options

base finishes
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Sold by the likes of MOMA in New York, the trace table 
range is simply a modern classic that speaks for itself. 
Suffice to say, the immaculate hand made steel frame 
and repetition of shapes make trace an exquisitely 
balanced form. Historically seen with a clear glass top, 
trace works equally well with opulent or contrasting 
materials recessed flush into the frame. Use trace in 
the standard sizes in any interior or talk to us about a 
bespoke size to suit your specific requirements.     

Trace is handmade from cold drawn mild steel. The 
selection of steel is ideal for achieving sharp lines and 
a smooth finish. The finished single piece frame has a 
surface finish of hard wearing polyester powder coat, 
while the various table top options have their own unique 
characteristics and can be fully tailored for a client’s 
needs. *All dimensions quoted are rounded to the 
nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Trace table designed by IntheDetail 

White/black marble.Clear toughened glass. Oak veneer.

Walnut veneer. Reverse painted glass. 
Black or Opti-white. 

White  MFMDF

Reverse painted glass. 
RAL colours on request.

Forbo Lino. 
20 colours available.

Polyester powder coat in 
black or white as standard.

Brushed finish stainless 
steel.

Polyester powder coat in 
any RAL colour.

top options

base finishes

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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Page 48 01. Trace bar height table.
02. Trace dining table.
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trace
 table 
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sizes
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03. Viv barstool P86 
04. Viv chair P86.

01

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

TRA-1600
trace table 1600
(4 seater)
metric (mm)
W1600  D800  H750 
imperial (in)
W63  D31.5 H29.5

TRA-2200
trace table 2200
(6 seater)
metric (mm)
W2200  D900  H750 
imperial (in)
W86.5  D35.5  H29.5

TRA-O/S
trace oversize table
metric (mm)
W2300/3000  
D900/1100  H750 
imperial (in)
W90.5 /118  
D35.5 /43  H29.5 

TRA-1200-DIA
trace table 1200 dia
metric (mm)
W1200 D1200 H750
imperial (in)
W47 D47 H29.5

*For table top options
see frog table. P51
Excludes clear glass. 

TRA-1400-DIA
trace table 1400 dia
metric (mm)
W1400  D1400 H750
imperial (in)
W55  D55  H29.5

*For table top options
see frog table. P51 
Excludes clear glass. 

TRA-BAR-1600
trace bar table 1600
metric (mm)
W1600 D800  H1000 
imperial (in)
W63 D31.5 H39

TRA-BAR-2200
trace bar table 2200
metric (mm)
W2200 D900  H1000 
imperial (in)
W94.5 D35.5 H39

01

02

03

04
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Page 50 01. Frog table 650mm dia. 
02. Reg chairs P80.

frog
 table

03. Frog table 850mm dia.
04.  Viv Wood chair P88.
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The Frog table is an elegant product for the offices, 
restaurants or in the home. The design of the base 
pays careful attention to the scale of the material  and 
repetition of bends; the result is a table which is visually 
light and uncluttered when used in repetition.     

Frog’s base is constructed with a cold drawn steel bar to 
achieve a sharp and smooth finish. This is then finished 
with a zinc primed polyester powder coat for a hard 
wearing finish that is also weather resistant for outdoor 
use. Glass tops are connected to the frame with our 
beautiful, polished aluminium UV bosses. A variety of 
solid surfaces can be used (see below), some of which 
are suitable for outdoor use. *All dimensions quoted are 
rounded to the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Frog Table designed by IntheDetail

sizes

FR-650-DIA
Frog 650
metric (mm)
W650  D650  H750
imperial (in)
W25.5  D25.5  H29.5

FR-850-DIA
Frog 850
metric (mm)
W850  D850  H750
imperial (in)
W33.5  D33.5  H29.5

FR-650-SQ
Frog 650 SQ
metric (mm)
W650  D650  H750
imperial (in)
W25.5  D25.5  H29.5

01

03

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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MFMDF white
edge banded

Compact laminate white,
with black crescent edge.

UV bonded clear glass
polished edges

White carrara marble with 
reverse chamfer edge.

Walnut veneer, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

Oak veneer, with reverse 
chamfer, polished
MDF edge

White or Black  powder 
coated base  as standard.

RAL colour powder 
coated bases on request.

White MFMDF, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

top options

base finishes

FR-975-DIA
Frog 975
metric (mm)
W975  D975  H750 
imperial (in)
W38  D38  H29.5

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

Forbo lino with reverse 
chamfer edge.
20 colours available.

03

04
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Page 52 01. Barry screen P68.
02. Reg chair. P80.

fold
 table / bench
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Strong and elegant, fold tables and benches provide a 
simple surface with maximum clearance for legs, chairs 
and fresh air to fit underneath! The folded steel frame is 
proportioned carefully and finished beautifully making 
a low statement product to be used with any chair or as a 
bench and table set in any environment. Fold is available 
in a wide range of table top finishes and frame colours 
as a table and bench set, making fold a truly chameleon 
like addition to an interior. Practically, fold has adjustable 
height tilt and glide feet to further compliment it’s ‘use 
anywhere’ character.    

Fold is handmade from mild steel.The finished single 
piece frame has a surface finish of hard wearing 
polyester powder coat. while the various table top 
options have their own unique characteristics and can be 
fully tailored for a client’s needs. *All dimensions quoted 
are rounded to the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Fold Table designed by naughtone

sizes

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.

support

design

technical
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all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

Black powder coated 
frame as standard.

White powder coated 
frame as standard.

RAL colour powder 
coated frame available 
upon request.  

base finishes

top options

MFMDF white
edge banded

Walnut veneer, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

Upholstered bench top

Oak veneer, with reverse 
chamfer, polished
MDF edge

White MFMDF, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

Forbo lino with reverse 
chamfer edge.
20 colours available.

FOLD-1200-DIA 
Fold circular table 1200
metric (mm)  W1200 D1200 H750 
imperial (in)  W47.5 D47.5 H29.5

FOLD-TAB-2400x1200
Fold table 2400 x 1200
metric (mm)  W2400 D1200 H750 
imperial (in)  W94.5 D47.5  H29.5

FOLDTAB-1800
Fold table 1800
metric (mm)  W1800 D800 H750 
imperial (in)  W71 D31.5 H29.5

FOLDBAR-2200
Fold bar height table 2200
metric (mm)  W2200 D900 H1000 
imperial (in)  W87 D35.5 H39

FOLD-1400-DIA
Fold circular table 1400
metric (mm)  W1400 D1400 H750 
imperial (in)  W55 D55 H29.5

FOLDBAR-1600 
Fold bar height table 1600
metric (mm)  W1600 D800 H1000 
imperial (in)  W63 D31.5 H39

FOLDTAB-2000
Fold table 2000
metric (mm)  W2000 D900 H750 
imperial (in)  W79 D35.5  H29.5

FOLD-6LEG-2800
Fold 6leg table 2800
metric (mm)  W2800 D1200 H750 
imperial (in)  W110 D47.5 H29.5

FOLD-1600-DIA
Fold circular table 1600
metric (mm)  W1600 D1600 H750 
imperial (in)  W63 D63 H29.5

FOLDBAR-1800
Fold bar height table 1800
metric (mm)  W1800 D800 H1000 
imperial (in)  W71 D31.5 H39

FOLDTAB-2200
Fold table 2200
metric (mm)  W2200 D900 H750 
imperial (in)  W87 D35.5  H29.5

FOLD-6LEG-3200
Fold 6leg table 3200
metric (mm)  W3200 D1200 H750
imperial (in)  W126 D47.5 H29.5

FOLDTAB-1600
Fold table 1600
metric (mm)  W1600 D800 H750 
imperial (in)  W63 D31.5 H29.5

FOLDBAR-2000
Fold bar height table 2000
metric (mm)  W2000 D900 H1000 
imperial (in)  W79 D35.5 H39

FOLD-TAB-2400x1000
Fold table 2400 x 1000
metric (mm)  W2400 D1000 H750 
imperial (in)  W94.5 D39  H29.5

FOLDBEN-1250
Fold bench 1250
metric (mm)  W1250 D275 H450
imperial (in)  W45.5  D11  H17.5

FOLDBEN-1450
Fold bench 1450
metric (mm)  W1450 D275 H450
imperial (in)  W57  D11  H17.5

FOLDBEN-1650
Fold bench 1650
metric (mm)  W1650 D275 H450
imperial (in)  W65  D11  H17.5

04

03. Fold bar height table 1600 
04. Fold table. 1600
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03

03
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Page 54 01. Dalby cafe 850 SQ.               04. Dalby coffee table 850.
02. Polly chair P84   05. Dalby Bar 1600x800 P56.
03. Dalby coffee table 650 SQ. 06. Dalby 1800x800 P56.

dalby
 small table 

02

Page 55

Your newest old friend. The Dalby  table will inject 
warmth and quality into an interior without raising any 
eyebrows. Dalbyprovides a practical, robust surface and 
maximised leg positions for clear, useable access all 
round the table. The simple design easily scales accross 
a wide range of sizes from small  3 to 4 people circular 
tables through to huge meeting tables, to cafe tables and 
coffee tables. The Dalby table is built from solid materials 
the good old way and will therefore last as long as it’s 
timeless aesthetic endures. 

Dalby table legs are CNC cut and shaped from solid 
oak and hand finished before receiving a coat of hard 
wearing matt laqcuer. The under table structure is 
oak veneered and matt lacquered to match. The table 
frame is component based and is delivered fully dis-
assembled for efficient delivery and installation. Dalby 
table is available with a wide range of table top finishes, 
from matching oak veneer through to striking coloured 
laminates. *All dimensions quoted are rounded to the 
nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Dalby Table designed by naughtone

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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06

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

Matt lacquered solid oak.

base finishes

top options

03

03

04

04

05

sizes

Dalby  coffee table 650
DAL-650-DIA-LO
metric (mm) W650  D650  H350 
imperial (in) W25.5  D25.5   H14 

Dalby  coffee table 850
DAL-850-DIA-LO
metric (mm) W850  D850  H350 
imperial (in) W33.5   D33.5  H14 

Dalby  cafe table 650
DAL-650-DIA
metric (mm) W650  D650  H750 
imperial (in)  W25.5  D25.5  H29.5 

Dalby  cafe table 650SQ
DAL-650-SQ
metric (mm) W650  D650  H750 
imperial (in)  W25.5  D25.5  H29.5 

Dalby  cafe table 850
DAL-850-DIA
metric (mm) W850  D850  H750 
imperial (in)  W33.5  D33.5  H29.5 

Dalby  cafe table 850SQ
DAL-850-SQ
metric (mm) W850  D850  H750 
imperial (in)  W33.5  D33.5  H29.5

Dalby coffee table 850 SQ
DAL-850-SQ-LO
metric (mm) W850  D850  H350 
imperial (in)  W33.5  D33.5  H14

Dalby side table 350
DAL-350-DIA-SIDE
metric (mm) W350  D350  H550 
imperial (in)  W14  D14  H22

Dalby side table 350 SQ
DAL-350-SQ-SIDE
metric (mm) W350  D350  H550 
imperial (in)  W14  D14  H22

Dalby coffee table 650SQ
DAL-650-SQ-LO
metric (mm) W650  D650  H350 
imperial (in) W25.5  D25.5   H14 

Compact laminate white,
with black crescent edge.

MFMDF white
edge banded

Walnut veneer, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

Oak veneer, with reverse 
chamfer, polished
MDF edge

White MFMDF, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

Forbo lino with reverse 
chamfer edge.
20 colours available.

White carrara marble with 
reverse chamfer edge.

01
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Page 56 01. Dalby table 1800x800               04. Viv wood chair P88.
02. Dalby Bar 1600x800  05. Dalby coffee 650 SQ P54.
03. Viv wood barstool P88. 06. Barry screen P68.

dalby
 large table 

Page 57 Dalby Table designed by naughtone

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.

support

02
03

04

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

Matt lacquered solid oak.

base finishes

top optionstop options
DAL-1800 x 800
Dalby table 1800
metric (mm) W1800 D800 H750
imperial (in) W71  D31.5  H29.5

DAL-1600 x 800
Dalby table 1600
metric (mm) W1600 D800 H750
imperial (in) W63  D31.5 H29.5

DAL-2000 x900
Dalby table 2000
metric (mm) W2000 D900 H750
imperial (in) W79 D35.5 H29.5

DAL-BAR-2000x900
Dalby  Barheight  table 2000
metric (mm) W2000 D900 H1000
imperial (in) W79 D35.5 H39

DAL-2200  x 900
Dalby table 2200
metric (mm) W2200D900H750
imperial (in) W87 D35.5  H29.5

DAL-BAR- 2200 x 900
Dalby Barheight table 2200
metric (mm) W2200D900H1000
imperial (in) W87 D35.5  H39

DAL-2400 x 1000
Dalby table 2400
metric (mm) W2400 D1000 H750
imperial (in) W94.5 D39  H29.5

DAL-2400  x 1200
Dalby table 2400x1200
metric (mm) W2400 D1200 H750
imperial (in) W94.5 D47.5  H29.5

DAL-1200-DIA
Dalby table circular 1200
metric (mm) D1200H750 
imperial (in) D47.5 H29.5

DAL-1400-DIA
Dalby table circular 1400
metric (mm) D1400 H750 
imperial (in) D55 H29.5

DAL-1600-DIA
Dalby table circular 1600
metric (mm) D1600 H750 
imperial (in) D63 H29.5

DAL- 6LEG-3200 x 1200
Dalby 6 leg table 3200
metric (mm) W3200 D1200 H750
imperial (in) W126 D47.5  H29.5

DAL-BAR- 1600 x 800
Dalby Bar heigt table 1600
metric (mm) W1600 D800 H1000
imperial (in) W63 D31.5  H39

DAL-BAR- 1800 x 800
Dalby Barheight table 1800 
metric (mm) W1800 D800 H1000
imperial (in) W71 D31.5  H39

DAL- 6LEG-2800 x 1200
Dalby 6 leg table 2800
metric (mm) W2800 D1200 H750
imperial (in) W110 D47.5  H29.5

sizes

01

01

05
06

02

05

Your newest old friend. The Dalby  table will inject 
warmth and quality into an interior without raising any 
eyebrows. Dalbyprovides a practical, robust surface and 
maximised leg positions for clear, useable access all 
round the table. The simple design easily scales accross 
a wide range of sizes from small  3 to 4 people circular 
tables through to huge meeting tables, to cafe tables and 
coffee tables. The Dalby table is built from solid materials 
the good old way and will therefore last as long as it’s 
timeless aesthetic endures. 

Dalby table legs are CNC cut and shaped from solid 
oak and hand finished before receiving a coat of hard 
wearing matt laqcuer. The under table structure is 
oak veneered and matt lacquered to match. The table 
frame is component based and is delivered fully dis-
assembled for efficient delivery and installation. Dalby 
table is available with a wide range of table top finishes, 
from matching oak veneer through to striking coloured 
laminates. *All dimensions quoted are rounded to the 
nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

design

technical

MFMDF white
edge banded

Walnut veneer, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

Oak veneer, with reverse 
chamfer, polished
MDF edge

White MFMDF, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

Forbo lino with reverse 
chamfer edge.
20 colours available.
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A simple thing done very well; the naughtone ped table is 
pared down to a beautiful brushed aluminium finish and 
soft square shaped base. Use the ped table wherever 
you need a product that performs so well you don’t even 
notice it.         

Ped is manufactured in solid aluminium. The surface 
has a brush finish applied before a coat of lacquer is 
baked on. The stem, base and table top are supplied 
unassembled and bolt together easily with very few 
fixings. The various table top options have their own 
unique characteristics and can be fully tailored to suit 
any requirement. *All dimensions quoted are rounded to 
the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Ped table designed by naughtone

White powder coated 
base and stem. Other RAL 
colours available.

Black powder coated 
base and stem. Other RAL 
colours available.

base finishessizes

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.

support

design philosophy

technical specification

Page 58 01. Ped table 650mm dia.
02. Bounce chair P78.

03. Ped coffee table 650mm dia.  
04. Ped poseur 650mm dia.
05. Ped 850mm dia.

ped
   table

02

03

03

05

04

05

01

04

01

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

top options

MFMDF white
edge banded

Compact laminate white,
with black crescent edge.

UV bonded clear glass
polished edges

White carrara marble with 
reverse chamfer edge.

Walnut veneer, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

Oak veneer, with reverse 
chamfer, polished
MDF edge

White MFMDF, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

Forbo lino with reverse 
chamfer edge.
20 colours available.

PED-650-DIA-LO
ped coffee table
metric (mm)
W650  D650  H450
imperial (in)
W25.5  D25.5  H17.5

PED-650-SQ
ped coffee table  square
metric (mm)
W650  D650  H450
imperial (in)
W25.5  D25.5  H17.5 

PED-650-SQ
ped table 650SQ
metric (mm)
W650  D650  H750
imperial (in)
W25.5  D25.5  H29.5

PED-650-DIA
ped table 650
metric (mm)
W650  D650  H750 
imperial (in)
W25.5  D25.5  H29.5

PED-850-SQ
ped table 850SQ 
metric (mm)
W850  D850  H750 
imperial (in)
W33.5  D33.5  H29.5

PED-650-SQ-HI
ped poseur 650SQ
metric (mm)
W650  D650  H1000 
imperial (in)
W25.5   D25.5  H39.5

PED-650-DIA -HI
ped poseur 650
metric (mm)
W650  D650  H1000 
imperial (in)
W25.5   D25.5  H39.5

PED-1050-DIA
ped table 1050
metric (mm)
W1050  D1050  H750
imperial (in)
W41.5  D41.5  H29.5

PED-850-DIA
ped table 850
metric (mm)
W850  D850  H750
imperial (in)
W33.5  D33.5  H29.5
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A simple thing done very well; the naughtone mega 
ped table is pared down to the minimum soft square 
shaped base and stem. Mega ped caters for the larger 
table functions without a complex or bulky base (up to 
2000mm diameter!) Use the mega ped table wherever
you need a product that performs so well you don’t even
notice it.

Megaped is manufactured from solid aluminium and 
mild steel. Finished with a hard wearing polyester powder 
coat finish. The stem, base and table top are supplied 
unassembled and bolt together easilywith very few 
fixings. The various table top options have their own 
unique characteristics and can be fully tailored to suit 
any requirement. *All dimensions quoted are rounded to 
the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Megaped table designed by naughtone

Pop-up  power and data 
available upon request. 

other 
options

sizes

PED-1200-DIA
Megaped 1200 diameter table
metric (mm)
W1200 D1200 H750
imperial (in)
W47  D47  H29.5

PED-1500 -SQ                           
Megaped 1500 square table
metric (mm)
W1500 D1500 H750 
imperial (in)
W59  D59  H29.5

PED-1150-SQ                            
Megaped 115 0 square table
metric (mm)
W1150 D1150H750
imperial (in)
W45.5  D45.5  H29.5

PED-2000 -DIA                          
Megaped 2000 diameter table
metric (mm)
W2000 D2000 H750 
imperial (in)
W79  D79  H29.5

PED-1500-DIA                            
Megaped 1500 diameter table
metric (mm)
W1500 D1500 H750 
imperial (in)
W59 D59  H29.5

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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Page 60 01. Megaped table  1200mm dia.
02. Always chair P82.

megaped
table

01

01

02

03

04

01

03. Sideboard with marble top P66.
04.Bounce chair P78.

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

top options

MFMDF white
edge banded

Walnut veneer, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

Oak veneer, with reverse 
chamfer, polished
MDF edge

White MFMDF, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

Forbo lino with reverse 
chamfer edge.
20 colours available.



01.  Hush sofa P96.    
02.  Riley table.
03.  Hush low chair P94. 

riley
table

01

Riley is a beautifully crafted solid oak pull-up table, 
sized perfectly to slide over benches, sofa arms or chair 
arms. 

Riley is handmade in solid wood....nothing else. It is 
sealed with a light matt lacquer, preserving the natural 
feel of the wood. Riley is proudly manufactured in our UK 
workshops. *All dimensions quoted are rounded to the 
nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Riley table designed by Sam McMorran

size

RLY
Riley table
metric (mm)
W450   D550   H650 
imperial (in)
W17.5  D21.5   H25.5

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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finishes

    

02
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02

03

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

Walnut.Oak.
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The logan table shares a similar ethos to our ped base
table, ‘A simple thing done very well’. The logan table
however accommodates much larger surfaces and has
useful tilt and height adjusters on each leg to make sure
your table is rock steady, even if the floor isn’t. 
Logan can also cater for bespoke requirements (as in the 
image left) quite easily – please contact us if the standard 
sizes below do not fulfil your needs.

Logan is handmade from tubular steel. The finished 
single piece frame has a surface finish of hard wearing 
polyester powder coat. The various table top options 
have their own unique characteristics and can be fully 
tailored for a client’s needs. *All dimensions quoted are 
rounded to the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Logan table designed by Paul Logan 

Polyester powder coat in 
black or white as standard.

Polyester powder coat in 
black or white as standard.

Polyester powder coat in 
RAL colours on request.

base finishessizes

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.

support

design

technical

Page 64 01.  Logan 6 leg table (bespoke shape top).
02.  Viv chair P86.

03. Logan table 1600 x 800. 
 

logan
table range

top options

01

01

03

02

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

MFMDF white
edge banded

Walnut veneer, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

Oak veneer, with reverse 
chamfer, polished
MDF edge

White MFMDF, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

Forbo lino with reverse 
chamfer edge.
20 colours available.

LG-1200-DIA
Logan circular table 1200
metric (mm)  
W1200 D1200 H750 
imperial (in)  
W47.5 D47.5 H29.5

LG-2400X1200
Logan table 2400 x 1200
metric (mm)  
W2400 D1200 H750 
imperial (in)  
W94.5 D47.5  H29.5

LG-TAB-1800
Logan table 1800
metric (mm)  
W1800 D800 H750 
imperial (in)  
W71 D31.5 H29.5

LG-1400-DIA
Logan circular table 1400
metric (mm)  
W1400 D1400 H750 
imperial (in)  
W55 D55 H29.5

LG-TAB-2000
Logan table 2000
metric (mm)  
W2000 D900 H750 
imperial (in)  
W79 D35.5  H29.5

LG-6LEG-2800
Logan 6 leg table 2800
metric (mm)  
W2800 D1200 H750 
imperial (in)  
W110 D47.5 H29.5

LG-1600-DIA
Logan circular table 1600
metric (mm)  
W1600 D1600 H750 
imperial (in)  
W63 D63 H29.5

LG-TAB-2200
Logan table 2200
metric (mm)  
W2200 D900 H750 
imperial (in)  
W87 D35.5  H29.5

LG-6LEG-3200
Logan 6 leg table 3200
metric (mm)  
W3200 D1200 H750
imperial (in)  
W126 D47.5 H29.5

LG-TAB-1600
Logan table 1600
metric (mm)  
W1600 D800 H750 
imperial (in)  
W63 D31.5 H29.5

LG-2400X1000
Logan table 2400 x 1000
metric (mm)  
W2400 D1000 H750 
imperial (in)  
W94.5 D39  H29.5

03



The naughtone sideboard fulfils its primary function of
storage without question. Simply designed to sit 
unnoticed in a space it is a great companion product to
naughtone tables and chairs which may demand a little
more attention! Equally the sideboard holds colour very 
well and can be a great way to add colour or accent to an 
interior – sideboard is available in any RAL colour! 

Sideboard is carefully constructed by hand from MDF 
and quality soft close components. The MDF can be 
finished with a silk spray lacquer in any RAL colour or 
Walnut and Oak veneers. The mild steel sled bases are 
finished with a hard wearing polyester powder coat  in 
any RAL colour or the leg can be made as stainless 
steel with a brushed finish. *All dimensions quoted are 
rounded to the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Sideboard designed by naughtone

base options / finishes

sizes

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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technical

Page 66 01. Sideboard 2000mm. 
02. Barry screen P68.
03.  Shard coatstand P70.  

lacquered MDF available 
in any RAL colour.

Walnut veneer. Oak veneer.

finish options

Brushed stainless steel                           
sled base.           

sideboard 

Marble. Walnut or Oak veneer.Back painted glass.

top options

Brushed  white or black                      
powder coated sled base                      
RAL colours on request.

Steel straight legs in 
matching paint colour or 
grey powder coat.

Page 67
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all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

04. Oak veneer Sideboard 1200mm
05. Marble topped Sideboard 1600mm

SID-1200
sideboard 1200
metric (mm)
W1200   D500   H750
imperial (in)
W47  D19.5  H29.5               

SID-1600
sideboard 1600
metric (mm)
W1600   D500   H750
imperial (in)
W63  D19.5  H29.5              

SID-2000
sideboard 2000
metric (mm)
W2000   D500   H750
imperial (in)
W79  D19.5  H29.5               

SID-bespoke
sideboard bespoke



sizes

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.

support

barry
screen

BS-1500
barry screen 1500H
metric (mm)
W1400   D365   H1500
imperial (in)
W55  D14.5  H59 

BS-1300
barry screen 1300H
metric (mm)
W1400  D365  H1300
imperial (in)
W55  D14.5  H51

01

01

02

02

04

03

05

Barry designed by Thomas SchnurPage 68 01. Barry screen 1500x1400.
02. Barry screen 1300x1400.
03. Always lounge chair swivel base P90.

Page 6904. Always lounge chairwood base P90.
05. Dalby coffee table 650 SQ P54.

The Barry screen is a lightweight, nestable, free standing 
screen. Available in 2 simple size options barry can be 
used to divide a space, absorb sound and add colour, 
texture and graphic landscape to an interior. The screens 
are easily hand carry able and can be stacked together 
when not in use. With the almost endless options of 
fabric colours and textures – what a fantastic way to add 
functional landscape to a room.  

Barry is made from tubular steel. The frame is finished 
with a hard wearing polyester powder coat and the 
upholstered sleeve is simply pulled over the frame, then 
held in place with a band of velcro at the bottom.  *All 
dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm or 
nearest 1/2 inch.    

design

technical

base finishes

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

Black or white powder 
coated frame standard. 
RAL colour frames also 
available.



 

Shard is a simple coatstand with a bold, graphic 
aesthetic. Useful as an object and beautiful as a 
decorative addition to a space. Use shard in conjunction 
with other naughtone products that use the same bent 
wire process such as viv chairs, reg chairs, hush chairs 
and pollen stools.                                                                           
                                                                                                                                         

Shard is constructed from mild steel wire and welded
together into one piece. The finish is a hard wearing
polyester powder coat which comes as standard in black
and white with any RAL colours available upon request. 
*All dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm 
or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Shard coat stand designed by Gemma Fabbri

finish options

SHA 
shard coatstand
metric (mm)
W630  D551 H1633
imperial (in)
W25  D21.5  H64.5                                                                      

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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technical

01.  Shard.
02.  Barry screen P68.  

shard
coastand

01

Page 71Page 70
 

sizes

03

02

03. Viv wood lounge chair P88. 
04. Rhyme P106. 

 

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

White powder coated steel 
frame as standard.     

Black powder coated 
steel frame as standard. 

RAL colours available on 
request.

04



01.   Construct barstool.
02.  Fold bar height table P52.                    

construct
stool / barstool / table

01

02

The construct low stool, barstool and coffee table 
range is a wonderfully useful product range that can be 
dropped into almost any situation. Construct has a fine 
balance of materials with a solid oak top and a folded 
steel base that wears it’s construction method on its 
sleeve.

Construct is made from laser cut, folded steel and held
together with aluminium aircraft rivets. The base is then
finished with a polyester powder coat. The top is cut from
solid oak then finished with a light matt lacquer. The 
standard base colour is white with RAL colours on
request. The standard top variety is oak, with other woods
 and materials available on request. *All dimensions 
quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 
inch.    

Construct  designed by Lee Walsh

sizes

CON-LO
consruct stool
metric (mm)
W345  D345  H450
imperial (in)
W13.5  D13.5  H17.5      

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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03

04

03.   Construct stool.
04.  Viv wood chair P88.  

Page 72 Page 73

CON-TAB
construct table
metric (mm)
W600  D600  H350
imperial (in)
W23.5  D23.5  H14        

CON-BS 
construct barstool
metric (mm)
W435 D435 H760
imperial (in)
W17  D17  H30         

01

03

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

base finishes

White powder coated 
base as standard.

Solid Oak top. Black stained Oak top. Upholstered top.

top options

Black powder coated 
base as standard.

RAL colour powder 
coated base available 
upon request.      

CON-CBS
construct counter height stool
metric (mm)
W435 D435 H660
imperial (in)
W17  D17  H26         
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The hexagon is a natural repeating shape which can be 
used in either small clusters, straight lines, around bends 
or tucked into corners. This makes Pollen a truly dynamic 
seating and table system for any corporate, public or 
educational space. The tables and seats use the same 
base options making pollen a simple choice with a 
sophisticated application.

Pollen’s seat is constructed with a thick plywood base 
and CMHR foams. The cover can be chosen by the 
customer or recommended by naughtone. The wire 
base is made from mild steel and finished in chrome 
or polyester powder coat. *All dimensions quoted are 
rounded to the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Pollen stool/table designed by David Fox 

Chromed finish base. Black, White or RAL  
colour base.

Contrast button and/or 
stitching.

base finishes other optionssizes

POL-ST
Pollen stool
metric (mm)
W685  D600  H450  seat 450 
imperial (in)
W27  D23.5   H17.5  seat 17.5

POL-ST-BT
Pollen stool buttoned
metric (mm)
W685  D600  H450  seat 450 
imperial (in)
W27  D23.5  H17.5  seat 17.5

POL-TAB
Pollen table
metric (mm)
W685  D600  H350 
imperial (in)
W27 D23.5  H14

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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Page 74 01. Pollen stool.
02. Pollen stool with button.
03. Pollen table.

pollen               

01

01

03

03

02

02

03

01

top options

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

stool / table

Compact laminate white,
with black crescent edge.

Walnut veneer, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

Oak veneer, with reverse 
chamfer, polished
MDF edge

White MFMDF, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge
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Don’t be fooled by imitations, the award winning Pinch 
stool is another classic in the naughtone range and a 
truly versatile product. The fully upholstered form of the 
Pinch stool offers a comfortable seat, whether used at 
a table or mingled with soft seating. It can be sat on or 
straddled and the pinch stool has no obvious direction so 
lends itself to being scattered in a space. Use the Pinch 
stool as functional occasional seating and to add life to 
any interior space.  

Pinch’s main body of the seating is constructed with FSC 
certified hardwood and CMHR foams. The cover can be 
chosen by the customer or recommended by naughtone. 
*All dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm 
or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Pinch stool designed by naughtone 

Two tone upholstery. 

other optionssizes

PIN-ST
Pinch stool
metric (mm)
W550  D350  H500 seat 450
imperial (in)
W21.5  D14  H19.5 seat 17.5

PIN-LO
Pinch low stool
metric (mm)
W600  D450  H400  seat 350 
imperial (in)
W23.5  D17.5  H16  seat 14

PIN-KID
Pinch  kids stool
metric (mm)
W450  D250  seat300
imperial (in)
W17.5  D10  seat 12 

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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Page 76 01. Hush chair P92.
02. Pinch low stool.
03. Pinch kids stool.

pinch
  stool

04. Pinch stool.
05. Trace table P48.
06. Pinch bench.

04

02

03

06

02

05

PIN-BEN
Pinch bench
metric (mm)
W1900  D450  H400  seat 400
imperial (in)
W75  D17.5  H16 seat 16

06

01

03

04

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 
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01.  Bounce chairs.        
02.  Ped tables P58.
  

bounce
  chair

Called the bounce chair due to the independent
movement of the seat and back, this flex provides a 
comfort not usually associated with steel and plywood 
chairs. Bounce also brings a level of sophistication to 
this type of product – a distinct lack of visible fixings 
and closely fitting components allow the careful form 
of the bounce chair to shine. The bounce chair is aimed 
across markets from casual meetings spaces, to cafes 
and educational situations and priced competitively 
to suit. Bounce chair is easy to lift and carry and stacks 
neatly.

The bounce  is constructed with a one piece steel tube 
frame, finished with a hard wearing polyester powder 
coated paint finish. Whitened oak, standard oak and 
walnut are standard veneers all finished with a super 
matt lacquer. *All dimensions quoted are rounded to the 
nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Bounce chair designed by naughtone

size

BOU-CH
Bounce chair
metric (mm)
W555  D550  H752 seat 452
imperial (in)
W22  D21.5  H29.5  seat 17.5 

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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technical 

White powdercoated 
frame as standard. 

Black powdercoated 
frame as standard. 

RAL colour frame 
available on request.

base finishes

seat and back finishes

Whitened Oak. Standard Oak. Walnut.

Page 79Page 78
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alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 
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Robust and elegant, the wire reg chair is carefully 
proportioned for maximum comfort. Reg responds 
to a need for a visually light seating solution that is 
particularly useful as a slender barstool. With its classic 
proportions and beautiful form, the reg chair makes a 
great impact in offices and homes, but has been most 
widely used in bars, cafes and restaurants.

Reg is constructed solely from mild steel rod, which is 
CNC formed then welded by hand. The finish is a zinc 
primed polyester powder coat suitable for both indoor 
and outdoor use. The chair and barstool both come with 
slender plastic glides for sound deadening and floor 
protection. *All dimensions quoted are rounded to the 
nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Reg chair/stool designed by IntheDetail

White powdercoated 
frame as standard.

Black powdercoated 
frame as standard.

RAL colour frame 
available on request.

Seat pads  available in any fabric 
or leather.

base finishes

other options

sizes

REG-CH
Reg chair
metric (mm)
W510  D560  H780  seat 450
imperial (in)
W20  D22  H30.5  seat 17.5

REG-BS
Reg barstool
metric (mm)
W510  D560  H1000  seat 760
imperial (in)
W20  D22  H39.5  sea t30

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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Page 80 01. Reg chair.
02. Reg barstool.

03.  Fold bar height table P52.
04.  Barry screen P68.

reg
chair/stool

01

0203

04

01

02

01

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 
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Always’ easy form has been designed to compliment 
any interior no matter what the style; the 5 different base 
options facilitate this even further. Always is meticulously 
proportioned to offer a positive back support with a 
comfortable enclosed feeling. The organic form of 
Always feels as good as it looks from every angle; it 
uses contemporary engineered foam techniques to 
provide the fine shape without compromising comfort 
and durability. Always has been engineered for beautiful 
upholstery whatever the fabric or leather.

Always is meticulously upholstered to ensure the cover 
will remain neatly tailored to the product. Always is 
upholstered over an engineered foam core a top a steel 
frame for firmly affixing all 5 different base options. 
There are 4 base options made from polyester powder 
coated steel, also available with a bright chrome finish. 
The timber base is constructed with moulded plywood 
components.  *All dimensions quoted are rounded to the 
nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.      

Always chair designed by naughtone

2  tone upholstery.

other options

sizes

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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Page 82 01. Always chair with sled base.
02. Always chair  with wooden base.
03. Always chair with swivel base.

AL-CH-ST4
Always chair with 4 steel legs
metric (mm)
W625  D595   H780  seat470
imperial (in)
W24.5  D23.5  H30.5 seat18

AL-CH-SL
Always chair with sled base
metric (mm)
W625  D595  H780  seat470
imperial (in)
W24.5  D23.5  H30.5 seat18

AL-CH-SW
Always chair with swivel base
metric (mm)
W625  D 595  H780  seat470
imperial (in)
W24.5  D23.5  H30.5 seat18

AL-CH-CL
Always chair with cantilever base
metric (mm)
W625  D 610  H780  seat470
imperial (in)
W24.5  D24  H30.5 seat18

AL-CH-WD
Always chair with timber base
metric (mm)
W625  D 595  H780  seat470
imperial (in)
W24.5  D23.5  H30.5 seat18

always
chair

04.  Always chair with 4 steel legs.
05.  Always chair with cantilever base.

01

01

01
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02

03

03

04

04

05

05

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

base finish options

4 leg steel  black powder 
coat.  *Chrome finish also 
available.

4 leg steel  white powder 
coat.  *Chrome finish also 
available.

sled base  black powder 
coat.  *Chrome finish also 
available.

sled base white powder 
coat.  *Chrome finish also 
available.

swivel base black powder 
coat.  *Chrome finish also 
available.

swivel base white powder 
coat.  *Chrome finish also 
available.

cantilever base black 
powder coat.  *Chrome 
finish also  available.

cantilever base white 
powder coat.  *Chrome 
finish also  available.

through oak plywood 
base. 
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The Polly chair fundamentally provides a very 
comfortable ergonomic seat with as little visual detail as 
possible. The Polypropylene seat shell has subtle edge 
details, a soft texture and just the right amount of flex, 
all of which combine to provide a tactile and satisfying 
sitting experience. Polly performs quietly and combined 
with our easy colour range, we’re sure anyone can find a 
spot for this champion chair. 

Polly is moulded in the UK using 100% recyclable 
glass re-enforced polypropylene. Polly is available in 6 
standard colours. The 2 base options are manufactured 
using tubular or solid bar steel and are finished with 
a hard wearing powder-coat (paint) or chrome. *All 
dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm or 
nearest ½ inch.      

Polly chair designed by naughtone

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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Page 84 01. Polly chair on skid base.
02. Polly chair on 4 leg base.

polly
chair

04

03

02

sizessizes

01

01

03

02

01 02

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

seat shell colours

Yellow
RAL 1012

White
RAL 9003 

Salmon Pink
RAL 3022

Pastel Blue
RAL 5024

Black
RAL 9005 

Stone Grey
RAL 7030 

Sled base. Black, White or chrome.

Sled base. RAL colour.

4 leg base. Black, White or chrome.

4 leg base. RAL colour.

base options

POLLY-CH-ST4
Polly chair on 4 leg base
metric (mm)
W513  D530  H785  seat 450
imperial (in)
W20  D21  H31  seat 17.5

POLLY-CH-SL
Polly chair on sled base
metric (mm)
W524  D530  H785 seat 450
imperial (in)
W20.5  D21  H31 sea t 17.5

03. Fold table. P52. 
04. Dalby 850 SQ table. P54.

04
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Simple and very comfortable, the Viv chair’s paired 
down shape is highlighted by its tight upholstery, cleverly 
held deeply into the bucketed seat. Viv was motivated 
by quality and function and the range of chair, barstool, 
and lounge chair are a welcome addition to any space, 
especially as their fully upholstered form can be easily 
altered with a change of fabrics. 

The main seat area of Viv is constructed with a 3D formed 
plywood, providing a comfortable bucketed seat. This 
is then covered with CMHR foams. The base options are 
both made from mild steel then polyester powder coated 
or chromed.  *All dimensions quoted are rounded to the 
nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Viv chair/stool designed by naughtone

Chromed mild steel base 
as standard.

White powder coated 
steel  frame  as standard. 

RAL colour powder 
coated steel  frame  on 
request.

base options

sizes

VIV-BS
Viv barstool
metric (mm)
W560  D560  H1000  seat 750
imperial (in)
W22  D22  H39.5 seat 29.5

VIV-CH-SL
Viv chair
metric (mm)
W515  D560  H780  seat 450
imperial (in)
W20.5  D22  H30.5 seat 17.5

VIV-LO-SL
Viv  lounge chair
metric (mm)
W595  D650  H650 seat 400
imperial (in)
W23.5  D25.5  H25.5 seat 16

VIV-ARM-CH
Viv armchair
metric (mm)
W515  D560  H780 seat 450
imperial (in)
W20.5  D22  H30.5 seat17.5

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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technical

Page 86 01. Viv lounge chair.
02. Viv chair.
03. Viv barstool.

viv
chair/lounger/stool
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01
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all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

VIV-CBS
Viv counter height stool
metric (mm)
W560  D560  H910  seat 660
imperial (in)
W22  D22  H36 seat 26
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Simple and very comfortable, the Viv chair’s paired 
down shape is highlighted by its tight upholstery, cleverly 
held deeply into the bucketed seat. Viv was motivated 
by quality and function and the range of chair, barstool, 
and lounge chair are a welcome addition to any space, 
especially as their fully upholstered form can be easily 
altered with a change of fabrics.

The main seat area of Viv is constructed with a 3D formed 
plywood, providing a comfortable bucketed seat. This is 
then covered with CMHR foams. The base is handmade 
from solid oak and finished with a matt lacquer.  *All 
dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm or 
nearest 1/2 inch.    

Viv chair/stool designed by naughtone

VIV-BS-WD
Viv barstool with wooden base
metric (mm)
W560  D560  H1000  seat 750
imperial (in)
W22  D22  H39.5 seat 29.5

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.

support

design

technical

Page 88 01. Viv  wood lounge chair.
02. Viv wood chair.
03. Viv wood barstool.

viv wood
chair/lounger/stool

04

03

02

VIV-CH-WD
Vivchair with wooden base
metric (mm)
W515  D560  H780  seat 450
imperial (in)
W20.5  D22  H30.5 seat 17.5

sizes

VIV-LO-WD
Viv  lounge chair with wooden base
metric (mm)
W595  D650  H650  seat 400
imperial (in)
W23.5  D25.5  H25.5 seat 16

01

02

03

02

01
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03

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

Solid Oak base as 
standard. 

Solid Walnut base on 
chair only as standard. 

base options

VIV-CBS-WD
Viv counter height wooden stool
metric (mm)
W560  D560  H910  seat 660
imperial (in)
W22  D22  H36 seat 26
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An easy form for an easy chair, the Always Lounge chair 
hides its complexity well. A very careful combination 
of shapes have created a lounge chair that is very 
comfortable and looks great from every angle. Always 
lounge chair is available on 4 different base styles and 
being an upholstered product it is a true chameleon – 
frankly there is no reason to not have an always lounge 
chair.

Always Lounge is meticulously upholstered to ensure the 
cover will remain neatly tailored to the product. Always is 
upholstered over an engineered foam core over a steel 
frame for firmly affixing all 4 different base options. There 
are 3 base options made from polyester powder coated 
steel, also available with a bright chrome finish. The 
timber base is constructed in solid oak. *All dimensions 
quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 
inch.

Always lounge chair designed by naughtone

2  tone upholstery.

other options

sizes

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.

support

design

technical

Page 90 01. Always lounge chair on 4 leg base.
02. Always lounge chair on swivel base.
03. Always lounge chair on wooden base.

always
lounge chair

01

01
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02
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03

03
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04 04

04.  Always lounge chair on sled base.
05. Dalby coffee table P54.
06. Barry screens P68.

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

AL-LO-ST4
Always lounge chair on 4 legs
metric (mm)
W790  D800   H930  seat420
imperial (in)
W31  D31.5  H36.5 seat16.5

AL-LO-SL
Always lounge chair on sled base
metric (mm)
W790  D800   H930  seat420
imperial (in)
W31  D31.5  H36.5 seat16.5

AL-LO-SW
Always lounge chair on a swivel base  
metric (mm)
W790  D800   H930  seat420
imperial (in)
W31  D31.5  H36.5 seat16.5

AL-LO-WD
Always lounge chair  on wooden 
base.
metric (mm)
W790  D800   H930  seat420
imperial (in)
W31  D31.5  H36.5 seat16.5

4 leg base. Black, White or chrome.

Sled base. Black, White or chrome.

4 star base. Black, White or chrome.

Wooden base. Oak.

base options
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The hush chair’s wingback form offers sanctuary and 
a welcoming familiarity. Whilst hush takes inspiration 
from the past it responds to contemporary demands. 
Hush is designed to be comfortable but with an upright 
positive sit; making it an ideal retreat but perfect for 
working, reading eating or private conversations. The 
slender internal frame provides the hush chair’s now 
unmistakeable profile; it is a cost effective product that 
makes a big statement every time.         

The main body of the hush chair is constructed with 
moulded plywood and CMHR foams. The various base 
options contain solid oak from FSC certified sources, 
chromed mild steel and brushed stainless steel. *All 
dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm or 
nearest 1/2 inch.    

Hush Chair designed by naughtone

sizes

HUSH-SL
Hush chair sled base
metric (mm)
W720  D815  H1160  seat 430
imperial (in)
W28.5  D32  H45.5 seat 17

HUSH-WD
Hush chair wooden legs
metric (mm)
W720  D815  H1160  seat 430
imperial (in)
W28.5  D32  H45.5 seat 17

HUSH-SW
Hush chair swivel base
metric (mm)
W720  D815  H1160  seat 430
imperial (in)
W28.5  D32  H45.5 seat 17

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.

support

design

technical 

Page 92 01. Hush chair on wooden legs.
02. Hush chair on sled base.
03. Hush chair on swivel base.

hush
chair

04.Trace coffee table 800 DIA  P46.
05.Pinch stool  P76.
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all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

Two tone upholstery. 

other options

High Arms. 

Chrome sled base. White sled base.

base options

Chrome swivel base. White swivel base. Turned solid oak legs.
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Hush low is the little brother of the hush chair originally 
designed to compliment the hush chair but now just 
as widely used in its own right. Hush low has the same 
slender internal frame providing a similar elegant shape 
and fixings for the slender leg options. As with hush, hush 
low is designed to be comfortable but with an upright 
positive sit; making it an ideal retreat but perfect for 
working, reading eating or just taking some time out.     

The main body of the hush low chair is constructed with 
moulded plywood and CMHR foams. The various base 
options contain solid oak from FSC certified sources, 
chromed mild steel and brushed stainless steel. *All 
dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm or 
nearest 1/2 inch.    

Hush Chair designed by naughtone

sizes

HULO-WD
Hush low on wood legs
metric (mm)
W720  D760  H880 seat 430
imperial (in)
W28.5   D30  H34.5 seat 17

HULO-SW
Hush low on swivel base
metric (mm)
W720  D760  H880 seat 430
imperial (in)
W28.5  D30  H34.5 seat 17

HULO-SL
Hush low on sled base
metric (mm)
W720  D760  H880  seat 430
imperial (in)
W28.5  D30  H34.5 seat 17

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.

support

design

technical
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hush low
chair

01. Hush low chair on wooden legs.
02. Hush low chair on sled base.
03. Hush low chair on swivel base.

01
01
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02
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03

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

Two tone upholstery. 

other options

High Arms. 

Chrome sled base. White sled base.

base options

Chrome swivel base. White swivel base. Turned solid oak legs.

01



01. Hush sofa with wooden base.
02. Pollen stool P74.

The hush sofa is a proud wider version of the popular 
hush chair. Making perfect sense of the distinctive hush 
profile, the sofa takes on its own elegant characteristic 
whist expanding on all the benefits of the hush chair.    

Hush sofa designed by naughtone

HUSH-SF-WD
Hush two seat sofa with timber base
metric (mm)
W1350  D815  H1160 seat 430
imperial (in)
W53  D32  H45.5 seat 17

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.

support

design

other options

The main body of the hush sofa is constructed with 
moulded plywood and CMHR foams. The various base 
options contain solid oak from FSC certified sources or 
chromed mild steel. *All dimensions quoted are rounded 
to the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

technical

03. Hush sofa with sled base. Page 97Page 96

hush
sofa

01

01

02

HUSH-SF-SL
Hush two seat sofa  with sled base
metric (mm)
W1350  D815  H1160 seat 430
imperial (in)
W53  D32  H45.5 seat 17

sizes

HUSH-SF-2000
Hush three seat sofa with timber base
metric (mm)
W2000  D815  H1160 seat 430
imperial (in)
W79  D32  H45.5 seat 17

03

02

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

base options

Turned solid oak legs.Chrome sled base. White sled base.

Two tone upholstery. 



01. Hush low sofa with wooden base.
02. Pollen stool P74.

03.  Riley table P62.
04. Hush low sofa with sled base.

Page 98

hush low
sofa

The hush low sofa is a proud wider version of the hush low 
chair. Making perfect sense of the distinctive hush profile, 
the sofa takes on its own elegant characteristic whist 
expanding on all the benefits of the hush chair. 

Hush sofa designed by naughtone

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.

support

design

The main body of the hush low sofa is constructed with 
moulded plywood and CMHR foams. The various base 
options contain solid oak from FSC certified sources or 
chromed mild steel. *All dimensions quoted are rounded 
to the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

technical

HULO-SF-WD
Hush low two seat sofa with timber base
metric (mm)
W1350  D760  H880 seat 430
imperial (in)
W53  D30  H34.5 seat 17

HULO-SF -SL
Hush  low two seat sofa with with sled base
metric (mm)
W1350  D760  H880 seat 430
imperial (in)
W53  D30  H34.5 seat 17

Page 99

sizes

HULO-SF-2000
Hush low three seat sofa with timber base
metric (mm)
W2000  D760  H880 seat 430
imperial (in)
W79  D30  H34.5 seat 1702

03

04

01

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

other options

base options

Turned solid oak legs.Chrome sled base. White sled base.

Two tone upholstery. 



01. Cloud quilt 3 seat sofa with high back.
02. Cloud quilt armchair.
03. Pinch low stool P76.

cloud quilt
armchair/sofa range

04. Cloud quilt 3 seat sofa with low back.

The cloud quilt seating range’s tactile, pillowy surround is 
designed to invite and comfort without consuming masses 
of space. Whether you are looking for somewhere to 
shelter or meet or simply to relax, cloud quilt has a magnetic 
appeal. The cloud upholstery range consists of various 
chair and sofa sizes available with high or low back.

The signature quilting can be applied to most upholstery 
fabrics and has a dacron core. This is then layered over 
woollen felt, in turn layered over a tubular steel frame with 
dense foam inserts. The seating area is steel framed with 
a plywood substructure. The seat foam is CMHR and the 
back cushions are feather and synthetic fibre filled. *All 
dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm or 
nearest 1/2 inch.    

Cloud quilt armchair/sofa designed by naughtone

Black powder coated steel 
straight legs 

Turned solid oak legs

base options

sizes

CLO-Q-1-LO
Cloud armchair low quilted back                                  
metric (mm)
W800  D750  H650 seat 400 
imperial (in)
W31.5  D29.5  H25.5 seat 15.5

CLO-Q-1.5-LO
Cloud 1.5 seat sofa low quilted back
metric (mm)
W1100  D750  H650 seat400 
imperial (in)
W43.5  D29.5  H25.5 seat 15.5

CLO-Q-2-LO
Cloud 2 seat sofa low quilted back
metric (mm)
W1600  D750  H650 seat 400
imperial (in)
W63  D29.5  H25.5 seat 15.5

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.

support

design

technical

CLO-Q-3-LO
Cloud 3 seat sofa low quilted back 
metric (mm)
W2100  D750  H650 seat 400
imperial (in)
W82.5  D29.5  H25.5 seat 15.5

CLO-Q-1.5-HI
Cloud 1.5 seat sofa  high quilted back
metric (mm)
W1100  D750  H1300 seat 400
imperial (in)
W43.5  D29.5  H51 seat 15.5

CLO-Q-2-HI
Cloud 2 seat sofa high quilted back
metric (mm)
W1600  D750  H1300 seat 400
imperial (in)
W63  D29.5  H51 seat 15.5

CLO-Q-3-HI
Cloud 3 seat sofa high quilted back
metric (mm)
W2100  D750  H1300 seat 400 
imperial (in)
W82.5  D29.5  H51 seat 15.5

01

Page 101Page 100

05

05

02

03

04

01

02 04

CLO-Q-CIRC-BEN
Cloud quilted circular bench
metric (mm)
W900  D900 seat 400
imperial (in)
W35.5  D35.5 seat 15.5

CLO-Q-REC-BEN
Cloud rectangular quilted bench
metric (mm)
W2400  D900 seat 400
imperial (in)
W94.5  D35.5 seat 15.5

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 



01.Cloud plain 3 seat high back.
02. Cloud plain armchair low back.

cloud plain
seating

03.Pollen table P74. 

Cloud plain seating system’s tactile, pillowy surround is 
designed to invite and comfort without consuming masses 
of space. Whether you are looking for somewhere to shelter 
or meet or simply to relax, cloud has a magnetic appeal. The
cloud plain upholstery range consists of various chair and 
sofa sizes available with high or low back and also a simple 
zipped-in screen for creating booth seating areas.

The signature quilting can be applied to most upholstery 
fabrics and has a dacron core. This is then layered over 
woollen felt, in turn layered over a tubular steel frame with 
dense foam inserts. The seating area is steel framed with 
a plywood substructure. The seat foam is CMHR and the 
back cushions are feather and synthetic fibre filled. *All 
dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm or 
nearest 1/2 inch.    

Cloud plain  seating designed by naughtone

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.

support

design

technical
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sizes

CLO-P-1-LO
Cloud plain armchair low back                                  
metric (mm)
W800  D750  H650 seat 400 
imperial (in)
W31.5  D29.5  H25.5 seat 15.5

CLO-P-1.5-LO
Cloud plain 1.5 seat sofa low back
metric (mm)
W1100  D750  H650 seat400 
imperial (in)
W43.5  D29.5  H25.5 seat 15.5

CLO-P-2-LO
Cloud plain 2 seat sofa low back 
metric (mm)
W1600  D750  H650 seat 400
imperial (in)
W63  D29.5  H25.5 seat 15.5

CLO-P-3-LO
Cloud plain 3 seat sofa low back 
metric (mm)
W2100  D750  H650 seat 400
imperial (in)
W82.5  D29.5  H25.5 seat 15.5

CLO-P-1.5-HI
Cloud plain 1.5 seat sofa  with high back
metric (mm)
W1100  D750  H1300 seat 400
imperial (in)
W43.5  D29.5  H51 seat 15.5

CLO-P-2-HI
Cloud plain 2 seat sofa with high back 
metric (mm)
W1600  D750  H1300 seat 400
imperial (in)
W63  D29.5  H51 seat 15.5

CLO-P-3-HI
Cloud plain 3 seat sofa with high back 
metric (mm)
W2100  D750  H1300 seat 400 
imperial (in)
W82.5  D29.5  H51 seat 15.5

CLO-P-CIRC-BEN
Cloud plain circular bench
metric (mm)
W900  D900 seat 400
imperial (in)
W35.5  D35.5 seat 15.5

CLO-P-REC-BEN
Cloud plain rectangular bench 
metric (mm)
W2400  D900 seat 400
imperial (in)
W94.5  D35.5 seat 15.5

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

Black powder coated steel 
straight legs 

Turned solid oak legs

base options
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01.Cloud plain 2 booth.
02. Cloud plain armchair low back P102. 
03. Cloud quilt armchair low back P100. 

cloud
booths

04.Dalby coffee table P54. 

Cloud plain seating system’s tactile, pillowy surround is 
designed to invite and comfort without consuming masses 
of space. Whether you are looking for somewhere to shelter 
or meet or simply to relax, cloud has a magnetic appeal. The
cloud plain upholstery range consists of various chair and 
sofa sizes available with high or low back and also a simple 
zipped-in screen for creating booth seating areas.

The signature quilting can be applied to most upholstery 
fabrics and has a dacron core. This is then layered over 
woollen felt, in turn layered over a tubular steel frame with 
dense foam inserts. The seating area is steel framed with 
a plywood substructure. The seat foam is CMHR and the 
back cushions are feather and synthetic fibre filled. *All 
dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm or 
nearest 1/2 inch.    

Cloud plain  seating designed by naughtone

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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technical
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sizes

CLO-P-BOOTH-1.5
Cloud plain 1.5 seat booth
metric (mm)
W1100  D2200  H1300 seat 400
imperial (in)
W43.5  D86.5 H51 seat 15.5

CLO-Q-BOOTH-1.5
Cloud quilt 1.5 seat booth
metric (mm)
W1100  D2200  H1300 seat 400
imperial (in)
W43.5  D86.5 H51 seat 15.5

CLO-P-BOOTH-2
Cloud plain 2 seat booth
metric (mm)
W1600  D2200  H1300 seat 400
imperial (in)
W63  D86.5 H51 seat 15.5

CLO-Q-BOOTH-2
Cloud quilt 2 seat booth
metric (mm)
W1600  D2200  H1300 seat 400
imperial (in)
W63  D86.5 H51 seat 15.5

CLO-P-BOOTH-3
Cloud plain 3 seat booth
metric (mm)
W2100  D2200 H1300 seat 400
imperial (in)
W82.5  D86.5  H51 seat 15.5

CLO-Q-BOOTH-3
Cloud quilt 3 seat booth
metric (mm)
W2100  D2200 H1300 seat 400
imperial (in)
W82.5  D86.5  H51 seat 15.5

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

Black powder coated steel 
straight legs 

Turned solid oak legs

base options
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A landscape to approach from all angles, Rhyme is a 
modular seating system that can be used as a simple 
island or used to create ad-hoc zones within a space. 
Each of the 5 pieces in the range have the same trapezoid 
footprint to allow easy planning – get creative and make 
your own Rhyme landscape.  

Rhyme is upholstered over CMHR foams and FSC Birch 
plywood frames in our UK workshop. The individual 
modules are supplied in parts, split sensibly for easy 
delivery and installations. The units bolt together in 
position and can be reconfigured if necessary. Rhyme is 
sat on simple plinths with hard wearing powder coated 
steel fascia panels. *All dimensions quoted are rounded 
to the nearest 5mm or nearest ½ inch.

Rhyme seating designed by naughtone

sizes

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.

support
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technical

Page 106 01. Rhyme bench.
02. Rhyme end B.
03. Dalby 650Sq coffee table P54.

rhyme
modular seating
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04.  Always lounge chair P90.
05. Barry screen P68.

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

Plinth fascia in Black or White.

Plinth infill panel.

Plinth fascia in RAL colour.

base options

RYM-BEN
Rhyme bench
metric (mm)
W1400  D1400  H1350 seat 420
imperial (in)
W55  D55  H16.5 seat16.5

RYM-S
Rhyme single
metric (mm)
W1400  D1400  H1350 seat 420
imperial (in)
W55  D55  H53 seat16.5

RYM-MID
Rhyme middle
metric (mm)
W1400  D1400  H1350 seat 420
imperial (in)
W55  D55  H53 seat16.5

RYM-END-A
Rhyme end unit A
metric (mm)
W1400  D1400  H1350 seat 420
imperial (in)
W55  D55  H53 seat16.5

RYM-END-B
Rhyme end unit B
metric (mm)
W1400  D1400  H1350 seat 420
imperial (in)
W55  D55 H53 seat 16.5



Busby is a modern cocoon for everyday situations.
Used in a variety of applications Busby works particularly 
well as a haven for employees in open plan work spaces, 
suitable for one person to make confidential
phone calls, and with the ability to place two or more
pieces together for a more collaborative arrangement. 
Busby was the product of a collaborative project with the 
BBC and the then student designer Samir Skalli. Busby 
now features heavily at the BBC’s new home at Media city 
Salford.

The main body of the busby chair is constructed 
with FSC-certified hardwood and CMHR foams.  *All 
dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm or 
nearest 1/2 inch.    

Busby chair designed by Samir  Skalli

other optionssizes

BUS - L
Busby chair left hand
metric (mm)
W850  D650  H1300 seat 430
imperial (in)
W33.5  D25.5  H51 seat17

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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technical

 Page 108 01.  Busby chair right.
02.  Busby chair left.
03.  Clyde 2 seat bench P114.

05

Two tone upholstery

busby
chair

BUS-R
Busby chair right hand
metric (mm)
W850  D650  H1300 seat 430
imperial (in)
W33.5  D25.5  H51 seat17

Page 109

02

01

01

03

04. Busby chair right. 

0102

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 



Page 110 Page 11101. Portion 3 seat sofa 2 arms. 
02. Trace low square table with glass P46.

portion
   armchair/sofa/bench

naughtone’s classic sofa system is characterised by 
the buttoned seat and scooped back. The Portion sofa 
has morphed into many guises and has been used in 
almost every soft seating environment imaginable. From 
schools and offices to homes and bars, portion always 
looks like the high quality design classic it is, with a 
unique contemporary edge to boot. Whenever you need 
soft seating, the portion sofa can offer the solution. 

The main body of the portion range is constructed with 
FSC certified hardwood and CMHR foams. The two base 
options are made from hand polished stainless steel 
and FSC certified hardwood. *All dimensions quoted are 
rounded to the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Portion range designed by naughtone

Brushed stainless sled 
base.

Turned Oak legs. Contrast button colours. 

base options other options

sizes

POR-1-NA
Portion chair no arms
metric (mm)
W900  D870  H610 seat 355
imperial (in)
W35.5  D34  H24 seat14

POR-1-RA
Portion chair right arm
metric (mm)
W1100  D870  H610 seat 355
imperial (in)
W43.5  D34  H24 seat14

POR-1-LA
Portion chair left arm
metric (mm)
W1100  D870  H610 seat 355
imperial (in)
W43.5  D34  H24 seat14

POR-1-2A
Portion chair 2 arms
metric (mm)
W1300  D870  H610 seat 355
imperial (in)
W51 D34  H24 seat14

POR-1-ST
Portion single stool
metric (mm)
W900  D630  H355 seat 355
imperial (in)
W35.5  D25  H14 seat14

POR-2-BEN
Portion 2 seat bench
metric (mm)
W1200  D630  H355 seat 355
imperial (in)
W47  D25  H14 seat14

POR-2-2A
Portion 2 seat 2 arms
metric (mm)
W1600  D870  H610 seat 355
imperial (in)
W63  D34  H24 seat14

POR-2-LA
Portion 2 seat left arm
metric (mm)
W1400  D870  H610 seat 355
imperial (in)
W55  D34  H24 seat14

POR-2-RA
Portion 2 seat right arm
metric (mm)
W1400  D870  H610 seat 355
imperial (in)
W55  D34  H24 seat14

POR-3-RA
Portion 3 seat right arm
metric (mm)
W2000  D870  H610 seat 355
imperial (in)
W78.5  D34  H24 seat14

POR-3-LA
Portion 3 seat left arm
metric (mm)
W2000  D870  H610 seat 355
imperial (in)
W78.5  D34  H24 seat14

POR-3-2A
Portion 3 seat 2 arms
metric (mm)
W2200  D870  H610 seat 355
imperial (in)
W86.5  D34  H24 seat14

POR-3-BEN
Portion 3 seat bench
metric (mm)
W1800  D630  H355 seat 355
imperial (in)
W71  D25  H14 seat14

POR-2-NA
Portion 2 seat no arms
metric (mm)
W1200  D870  H610 seat 355
imperial (in)
W47  D34  H24 seat14

POR-3-NA
Portion 3 seat no arms
metric (mm)
W1800  D870  H610 seat 355
imperial (in)
W71  D34  H24 seat14

POR-CH-L
Portion chaise left
metric (mm)
W950  D1345  H610 seat 355
imperial (in)
W37.5  D53  H24 seat14

POR-CH-R
Portion chaise right
metric (mm)
W950  D1345  H610 seat 355
imperial (in)
W37.5  D53  H24 seat14

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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Page 112 Page 11301. Track armchair, diamond quilt. 
02. Track single stool, diamond quilt.
03. Track 3 seat sofa 2 arms. 

track
modular seating

The Track sofa system makes visual sense of modular 
sofa configurations. Named after its quilted stripes on 
the seat, Track has a powerful tactile character which 
works equally as well as individual units as it does 
in adventurous seating configurations. It has been 
proportioned to offer great support and an upright 
seating position, with a medium to firm seat. 

The main body of the track range is constructed with 
FSC certified hardwood and CMHR foams. The two base 
options are made from powder coated mild steel. *All 
dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm or 
nearest 1/2 inch.    

Track modular seating designed by naughtone

Stainless steel sled. Steel straight leg

Track quilted seat as
standard. 

Diamond quilted seat. 

base options

other options

sizes

TRK-1-NA
Track armchair no arms
metric (mm)
W530  D730  H700  seat 425
imperial (in)
W21  D28.5  H27.5 seat16.5

TRK-2-NA-C
Track 2 seat no arms corner quilt
metric (mm)
W1100  D730  H700 seat 425 
imperial (in)
W43.5  D28.5  H27.5 seat16.5

TRK-3-NA-C
Track 3seat no arms corner quilt
metric (mm)
W1650  D730  H700  seat 425
imperial (in)
W65  D28.5  H27.5 seat16.5

TRK-1-RA
Track armchair 1 arm right
metric (mm)
W730  D730  H700  seat 425
imperial (in)
W28.5  D28.5  H27.5 seat16.5

TRK-2-NA-S
Track 2 seat no arms straight quilt
metric (mm)
W1100  D730  H700  seat 425
imperial (in)
W43.5  D28.5  H27.5 seat16.5

TRK-3-NA-S
Track 3 seat no arms straight quilt
metric (mm)
W1650  D730  H700  seat 425 
imperial (in)
W65  D28.5  H27.5 seat16.5

TRK-1-LA
Track armchair 1 arm left
metric (mm)
W730  D730  H700  seat 425
imperial (in)
W28.5  D28.5  H27.5 seat16.5

TRK-2-LA
Track 2 seat 1 arm left
metric (mm)
W1300  D730  H700 seat 425
imperial (in)
W51  D28.5  H27.5 seat16.5

TRK-3-LA
Track 3 seat 1 arm left
metric (mm)
W1850  D730  H700 seat 425
imperial (in)
W73  D28.5  H27.5 seat16.5

TRK-1-2A
Track armchair 2 arms
metric (mm)
W930  D730  H700  seat 425
imperial (in)
W36.5  D28.5  H27.5 seat16.5

TRK-2-RA
Track 2 seat 1 arm right
metric (mm)
W1300  D730  H700 seat 425
imperial (in)
W51  D28.5  H27.5 seat16.5

TRK-3-RA
Track 3 seat 1 arm right
metric (mm)
W1850  D730  H700 seat 425 
imperial (in)
W73  D28.5  H27.5 seat16.5

TRK-1-ST-C
Track single stool corner quilt
metric (mm)
W530  D530  H425 seat 425
imperial (in)
W21  D21  H16.5 seat16.5

TRK-2-2A
Track 2 seat 2 arms
metric (mm)
W1500  D730  H700 seat 425
imperial (in)
W59  D28.5  H27.5 seat16.5

TRK-3-2A
Track 3 seat 2 arms
metric (mm)
W2050  D730  H700 seat 425 
imperial (in)
W80.5  D28.5  H27.5 seat16.5

TRK-1-ST-S
Trach single stool straight quilt
metric (mm)
W530  D530  H425 seat 425
imperial (in)
W21  D21  H16.5 seat16.5

TRK-2-BEN-C
Track double bench corner quilt
metric (mm)
W1100  D530  H425 seat 425
imperial (in)
W43.5  D21  H16.5 seat16.5

TRK-3-BEN-C
Track triple bench corner quilt
metric (mm)
W1650  D530  H425 seat 425
imperial (in)
W65  D21  H16.5 seat16.5

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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04. Track 3 seat sofa no arms.
05. Track 3 seat sofa with right arm diamond quilt.
06. Pollen table P74. 

TRK-2-BEN-S
Track double bench straight quilt
metric (mm)
W1100  D530  H425 seat 425
imperial (in)
W43.5  D21  H16.5 seat16.5

TRK-3-BEN-S
Track triple bench straight quilt
metric (mm)
W1650  D530  H425 seat 425
imperial (in)
W65  D21  H16.5 seat16.5

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 



The Clyde club sofa and chair range is a product of 
our passion for clean tailored upholstery and classic 
functional design. The quilted and buttoned seat 
and back of clyde ooze familiarity while the scooped 
profile and stainless steel sled base retain its unique 
contemporary edge. Clyde has a comfortable but formal 
sit. ideal for working, hospitality and retail environments. 
The compact footprint of clyde rounds off it’s practical 
benefits and go toward making clyde the successful 
classic within the naughtone range that it is. 

The main body of the clyde range is constructed with 
FSC certified hardwood and CMHR foams. The two base 
options are made from hand polished stainless steel 
and FSC certified hardwood. *All dimensions quoted are 
rounded to the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

sizes

CLY-CLUB-1-NA
Clyde club chair no arms
metric (mm)
W520  D790  H760 seat 420
imperial (in)
W20.5  D31  H30 seat16.5

CLY-CLUB-1-ST
Clyde club single stool
metric (mm)
W900  D550 H420 seat 420
imperial (in)
W35.4  D21.5  H16.5 seat16.5

CLY-CLUB-2-BEN
Clyde club 2 seat bench
metric (mm)
W1200  D550 H420 seat 420
imperial (in)
W47  D21.5  H16.5 seat16.5

CLY-CLUB-2-LA
Clyde club 2 seat left arm
metric (mm)
W1280  D790  H760 seat 420
imperial (in)
W50.5  D31  H30 seat16.5

CLY-CLUB-2-RA
Clyde club 2 seat right arm
metric (mm)
W1280  D790  H760 seat 420
imperial (in)
W50.5  D31  H30 seat16.5

CLY-CLUB-3-RA
Clyde club 3 seat right arm
metric (mm)
W1880  D790  H760 seat 420
imperial (in)
W74  D31  H30 seat16.5

CLY-CLUB-3-LA
Clyde club 3 seat left arm
metric (mm)
W1880  D790  H760 seat 420
imperial (in)
W74  D31  H30 seat16.5

CLY-CLUB-3-BEN
Clyde club 3 seat bench
metric (mm)
W1800  D550 H420 seat 420
imperial (in)
W71  D21.5  H16.5 seat16.5

CLY-CLUB-2-NA
Clyde club 2 seat no arms
metric (mm)
W1200  D790  H760 seat 420
imperial (in)
W47  D31  H30 seat16.5

CLY-CLUB-3-NA
Clyde club 3 seat no arms
metric (mm)
W1800  D790  H760 seat 420
imperial (in)
W71  D31  H30 seat16.5

CLY-CLUB-1-2A
Clyde club armchair
metric (mm)
W700  D790  H760 seat 420
imperial (in)
W27.5  D31  H30 seat16.5

CLY-CLUB-2-2A
Clyde club 2 seat 2 arms
metric (mm)
W1360  D790  H760 seat 420
imperial (in)
W53.5  D31  H30 seat16.5

CLY-CLUB-3-2A
Clyde club 3 seat 2 arms
metric (mm)
W1960 D790  H760 seat 420
imperial (in)
W77  D31  H30 seat16.5

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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clyde club 
sofa / chair

Page 114 01. Clyde club armchair.
02. Clyde club 2 seat sofa.
03. Ped table P58.

Page 115 Clyde club seating  range designed by naughtone

technical

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
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Brushed stainless sled 
base.

Turned Oak legs. Contrast button colours. 

base options other options



Page 116 Page 11701. Silhouette modular 3 seat right.
02. Silhouette modular 3 seat left.
03. Silhouette 2 seat no arms.

silhouette
modular seating

The newly extended Silhouette seating range is designed 
as a building block product with simple quality aesthetics 
and useful options. We manufacture Silhouette to our 
usual high standards and its pared down design and 
variety of options make this range very cost effective and 
flexible. Silhouette has a mid-firmness to the seat and an 
upright seating position.

The main body of the silhouette range is constructed with 
FSC certified hardwood and CMHR foams. The two base 
options are made from powder coated mild steel. *All 
dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm or 
nearest 1/2 inch.    

Silhouette modular seating designed by naughtone

Powder coated steel sled. Steel straight  legs.

base options

sizes

SIL-1-NA
Chair no arms
metric (mm)
W520  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W20.5  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-2-NA
2 seat no arms
metric (mm)
W1200  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W47  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-3-NA
3 seat no arms
metric (mm)
W1800  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W71  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-3-RA
3 seat right arm
metric (mm)
W1930  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W76  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-3-LA
3 seat left arm
metric (mm)
W1930  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W76  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-2-RA
2 seat right arm
metric (mm)
W1330  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W52.5  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-2-LA
2 seat left arm
metric (mm)
W1330  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W52.5  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-2-2A
2 seat 2 arms
metric (mm)
W1460  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W57.5  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-2-MOD-R
Modular 2 seat right
metric (mm)
W1430  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W56.5  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-2-MOD-L
Modular 2 seat left
metric (mm)
W1430  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W56.5  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-1-RA
Chair right arm
metric (mm)
W650  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W25.5  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-1-LA
Chair left arm
metric (mm)
W650  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W25.5  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-1-2A
Chair 2 arms
metric (mm)
W780  D760  H720  seat 450 
imperial (in)
W30.5  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-1-MOD
Modular chair
metric (mm)
W750  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W29.5  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-3-2A
3 seat with 2 arms
metric (mm)
W2060  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W81  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-3-MOD-R
Modular 3 seat right
metric (mm)
W2030  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W80  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-3-MOD-L
Modular 3 seat left
metric (mm)
W2030  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)
W80  D30  H28.5 seat17.5
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3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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04. Silhouette3 seat sofa, arm left.
05. Silhouette modular chair.
06. Trace side table P46. 

SIL-1-ST
Single Stool
metric (mm)
W520  D530  H450  seat 450 
imperial (in)
W20.5  D21  H17.5 seat17.5

SIL-2-BEN
Double Bench
metric (mm)
W1200  D530  H450 seat 450
imperial (in)
W47  D21  H17.5 seat17.5

SIL-3-BEN
Triple  Bench
metric (mm)
W1800 D530  H450  seat 450
imperial (in)
W71  D21  H17.5 seat17.5
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all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

SIL-2-MOD-L-ARM-R
Modular 2 seat left, std arm right
metric (mm)  
W1560  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)  
W61.5  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-3-MOD-R-ARM-L & SIL-2-RA
Example ‘L’ section with arms
metric (mm)  
W2160  D2090 H720  seat 450
imperial (in)  
W85  D82  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-3-MOD-R & SIL-2-NA
Example ‘L’ section no arms
metric (mm)  
W2030  D1960 H720  seat 450
imperial (in)  
W80  D77  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-2-MOD-R-ARM-L
Modular 2 seat right, std arm left
metric (mm)  
W1560  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)  
W61.5  D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-3-MOD-L-ARM-R
Modular 3 seat left, std arm right
metric (mm)  
W2160  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)  
W85 D30  H28.5 seat17.5

SIL-3-MOD-R-ARM-L
Modular 3 seat right, std arm left
metric (mm)  
W2160  D760  H720  seat 450
imperial (in)  
W85 D30  H28.5 seat17.5



Page 118 Page 11901. Trim 3 seat sofa, sled base, contrast back. 
02. Trim armchair, sled base, contrast back.  
03. Trace low square coffee table P46.

04. Trim armchair, sled base. 
05. Trace low square coffee table P46.

trim
armchair/sofa

Trim was designed with a deep understanding of 
upholstery detailing to create a classic seating system 
of chair, two seater and three seater sofa. With no bells 
or whistles, you can rely on trim for its immaculate 
proportions and superior upholstery quality. Use Trim 
whenever you need a sofa that doesn’t crave attention 
but silently impresses anyone who uses it. 

The main body of the trim range is constructed with FSC 
certified hardwood and CMHR foams. The two base 
options are made from powder coated mild steel and 
brush polished stainless steel. *All dimensions quoted 
are rounded to the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Trim armchair/sofa designed by IntheDetail

Brushed stainless steel 
sled base.

Steel straight  legs. Contrast colour backrest. 

base options other options

sizes

TRM-1
Armchair on straight leg as standard
metric (mm)
W842  D760  H670  seat 400
imperial (in)
W33  D30  H26.5 seat15.5

TRM-2
2 seater on straight leg as standard
metric (mm)
W1442  D760  H670  seat 400
imperial (in)
W57  D30  H26.5 seat15.5

TRM-3
3 seater on straight leg as standard
metric (mm)
W2042  D760  H670  seat 400
imperial (in)
W80.5  D30  H26.5 seat15.5

TRM-COM
Compact armchair on straight leg as standard
metric (mm)
W700  D760  H670  seat 400
imperial (in)
W27.5  D30  H26.5 seat15.5

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.
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naughtone
201 Pannal Business Park, 
Pannal, Harrogate, HG3 1JL
Great Britain

www.naughtone.com
T: +44 1423 816500
E: sales@naughtone.com

This brochure is thanks to the hard work 
of our clients and customers. Without 
their fresh approach to interiors we 
would not have had cause to develop 
exciting new products.

Also, thanks to the naughtone team for 
all their hard work and all of our friends 
who have contributed toward the 
content in this brochure.

contact

Witteveen Projectinrichting 
Ouderkerk a/d Amstel 
Tel: 020 - 496 5030 
info@witteveen.nl 

www.project-inrichting.nl


